Credits taken will be reflected on the official UMN transcript as a block of \textit{transfer credit}, which will not be factored into the UMN GPA. Students will be able to see individual courses and grades on APAS.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Grade at Host Institution} & \textbf{Grade at UMN} \\
\hline
3.7-4.3 = A-, A, A+ (Excellent) & T \\
\hline
2.7-3.3 = B-, B, B+ (Good) & T \\
\hline
1.7 – 2.3 = C-, C, C+ (Adequate) & T \\
\hline
1.0 = D (Marginal) & T \\
\hline
0.0 = F (Failure) & F \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

*\textbf{Credit Conversion:} 1 City U Credit = 1 UMN Credit

*\textbf{Carlson Minimum Credit Requirement:} 12 UMN equivalent credits per semester

*\textbf{CGI reserves the right to make changes to the credit conversions and minimum credit requirements as appropriate.}

To stay on track for graduation, students should plan coursework with their academic advisor. Students must follow the host institution’s minimum credit requirement if it is higher than 12 UMN equivalent credits.